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the past and the future meet in this edition of pa-
Copar Magazine. although it's certain that the 
panel's past marked the estarreja chemical com-
panies' paradigm change, the future claims for "a 
new breath". the president of the City Council of 
estarreja makes the appeal himself on the inter-
view that opens the current edition. José eduardo 
de Matos took office in 2001, the same year paCo-
par was established, with the local government 
as founding member. this is a good excuse for 
balances.

we've left behind 12 years of creating synergies 
between the several members of paCopar, whi-
ch resulted on benefits for different areas, like 
civil protection, safety and risk prevention, envi-
ronmental protection, training and information.  
when developing a closer relation to the com-
munity and knowing their needs better, chemical 
companies realized they could strengthen their 
responsible Care. they have started an annual do-
nations program, intended to fund non profitable 
social projects. we have visited some beneficiary 
institutions and present on this edition's dossier 
several achievements made on the last few years, 
which have helped various entities to fulfill their 
missions. 

the valuation of training and education has been, 
from day one, a guiding principle for the panel's 
actions. as soon as on its second year, schools 
have been invited to become members of paCo-
par. today, schools are an important link to the 
community.  and the opinion is unanimous: a gre-
ater dialogue between school and companies is 
required. this is evident in the article that seeks 
answers for the question "how can professional 
training courses better adjust to the realities and 
needs of the companies?" 

school and company try to anticipate the future. be-
cause skill, and even determination, seem to derive 
from training, specialization, dedication and work. 
these are the common features we have found on 
the stories of estarreja entrepreneurs, who have 
offered this edition of the paCopar magazine both 
the tales of their experiences and a dose of inspi-
ration. an example illustrating that education has 
results in the creation of employment. because it 
is possible to swim against the tide.

to testify to this, there's the Cine-Clube of avan-
ca, today one of the most acknowledged produ-
cers and distributors of cinema and audiovisual 
media in the portugal, awarded over 150 national 
and international prizes. on the leisure sugges-
tions section, we hope to make you curious about 
the avanca cinema, and to work up your appetite. 
Confraria da broa d’avanca (brotherhood of avan-
ca corn-bread) is conquering the tastes of the 
modern gourmet trend with this "pão dos pobres" 
(bread of the poor), kneaded and baked according 
to the popular and secular wisdom. it's the past 
metamorphosing in the future. 

as usual, we continue to offer, in this edition, the 
safety and environmental performance indicators 
of chemical companies and some brief paCopar 
news, focusing on last year's main activities. the 
article of the associação portuguesa das empre-
sas Químicas (portuguese Chemical Companies 
association) continues to provide an outlook on 
responsible Care. 

we hope the several themes explored in the pa-
Copar Magazine 2012 make you reflect about the 
past and future of estarreja, because the present 
is always a time of transition that should motivate 
us to be active and proactive citizens.

The presenT 
Is always a TransITIon

António CAstro vAlente
paCopar CHairMan

e d i t o r i A l
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José eduardo de Matos was elected for the first 
time to the City Council of estarreja (Câmara Mu-
nicipal de estarreja - CMe), in 2001, the year of 
the paCopar establishment. as a founding mem-

 about to CoMplete His final Mandate on tHe presidenCy of tHe estarreJa City CounCil

  José eduardo de MaTos 
  appeals To pacopar for 
  a "new breaTh"

I n T e r v I e w

ber and throughout 12 years, the Council has been 
a partner of the panel for dialogue and achieve-
ments. José eduardo de Matos acknowledges the 
paCopar importance to the change in the develo-

the third democratically elected Mayor in the his-
tory of the estarreja municipality, in order to re-
flect on a few changes that occurred over the past 
dozen years.

You studied in Coimbra and after your Law-de-
gree returned home. Politics were not yet on your 
plans and the involvement in local associations 
was your first way of serving the community. Tell 
us a little about that experience.
before heading for Coimbra i was already related 
to associative groups. this is a tradition we have 
on the municipality and i hope it never wears off. 
when i returned from Coimbra, i kept those re-
lations. i've been involved in the creation of rá-
dio Voz da ria; previously i had already founded 
rotaract. later i was on the Quinta do rezende 
association, the fire department... i have always 
kept a relation with public service, and some peo-
ple thought i had a way for politics, but i believed 
these were different fields. until the moment i re-
alized that, deep down, i was creating empower-
ment, a fashionable subject nowadays, that is the 
involvement of citizens. i was active, participative, 
involved in causes and, basically, i was already 
and unknowingly making politics, even if not in its 
formal understanding. 

You have been invited several times before accep-
ting to apply for the presidency of the CME. Why 
did you hesitate?
i thought politics was for the politicians and that 
i had nothing to do with it. there was a more ra-
tional part of me that told me not to go, but then 
a more emotional part said: why don't you? that 

Profile
In 2001, when he took office for the first time at 
the Estarreja City Council, at 41, José Eduardo de 
Matos had already built a career as a lawyer, after 
completing his degree in law and political scien-
ce on Coimbra Faculty of Law. Before choosing 
politics, he enriched his résumé serving several 
community associations, like RUC (Rádio Univer-
sidade de Coimbra or Coimbra University Radio), 
the newspapers O Concelho de Estarreja and Jor-
nal de Estarreja, the Rádio Voz da Ria (River Voice 
Radio), the associations Quinta do Rezende, Clube 
Pardilhoense and Atlética de Avanca, the Fórum 
Estarrejense (Forum of Estarreja), Rotaract Clube 
de Estarreja (Estarreja Rotaract Club), Estarreja 
Fire Department, among other entities. 

pment paradigm of the chemical industry in estar-
reja, but he asks for "a new breath" for the panel. 
Completing this year his third and last mandate as 
Mayor, we have talked with the man who is also 
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created a lot of stress in me and, deep down, when 
i decided to go, i did it to show people that it's pos-
sible to be in politics and still be believable, that i 
would basically do what i was doing before in the 
private sector, i would dedicate myself to things. 

What was your hardest decision throughout these 
12 years?
the hardest was deciding if i would apply or not. 
then, there have been many difficult processes 
which became easy decisions, and a few seemingly 
 easy situations that became difficult. the toughest 
decisions are those involving a greater pressure, a 
greater participation from the people, and stress 
from the media. for example, the case of the ur-
gency of the hospital was a complicated situation, 
just like the iC1 (a national road crossing estarre-
ja) issues. those were the moments where there 
was greater follow-up, greater tension, and when 
greater discernment is required. in moments 
like these, one must overweigh decisions. it's not 
enough to have technical skill, one must be more 
considerate than most. 

You have recently considered that the "virar Es-
tarreja para a Ria" (turn Estarreja towards the 
River) goal, the slogan that has accompanied you 
during your mandates, has been fulfilled. Do you 
consider that, besides the CME, the industry has 
also contributed to achieve this?
i believe the leading part was that of the CMe. the 
only way to make meaningful public policies is to 
know the territory, which translates into knowing 
its culture, its history, the people, its potential, 
the obstacles and, subsequently, try to find a path. 
often, the problem is not knowing the territory. i 
knew the estarreja territory well, its reality and 
the dimensions in which we could grow further. 
estarreja had notoriety, but it was a negative no-
toriety. the challenge i was facing was turning 
that negative notoriety into positive. we have had 
a development model very much based on the mo-
dern industrial era, which had its benefits and its 
harms. it was a national decision to install that in-
dustry here. therefore, we had to face this with 
courage. 

we had the pollution issue, but estarreja was 
much more than that. if there's a geographic el-
ement common to the whole municipality is the 
ria (aveiro river estuary). today, this aspect is 
symbolized by bioria. a group of students from 

the university of porto has heard that this was my 
candidacy's slogan and came to us purposing the 
implementation of a project, and bioria was born. 

the university of aveiro was right next door and 
they were, very well, concerned with the urgency of 
environmental issues, with the pollution problem, 
but they never left that paradigm. they were stuck 
on the same type of prejudice that had existed in 
governmental bodies: the environment is supposed 
to be protected and closed off. bioria became pio-
neer because it says that there's a patrimony here, 
which we must protect by valuating it. 

in order to take advantage of that lagoon front, we 
had to face pollution. a combined work on a mu-
nicipal and regional level was carried out, which 
consisted in implementing siMria (sistema inter-
municipal de saneamento da ria de aveiro / inter-
municipality sanitation system for the aveiro river 
estuary). My effort from the early cooperation with 
the estarreja Chemical Complex (CQe - Complexo 
Químico de estarreja) was ensuring the connec-
tion of all companies to the siMria, extinguishing 
the effluent phenomena. project erase also aro-
se (see call-out box), and allowed for confining an 
environmental passive found out previously in the 
open. these solutions and cooperation arrived to 
answer a global longing, by creating the condi-
tions for the turning point, which would allow the 
ria (aveiro river estuary) to gain a new breath.  

Which are the most significant changes you can 
identify in the CQE evolution throughout these 12 
years? 
this environmental issue is one of them, unders-
tanding that the original model was no longer 
valid. today, there's a global sense of sustaina-

erAse
ERASE is a project to solve the environmental 
passive associated to industrial solid waste accu-
mulated over decades at the Estarreja Chemical 
Complex. The project reached its conclusion in 
2005, with the confinement in a fully impermeable 
structure of thousands of tons of contaminated 
material. With the commitment of chemical com-
panies on this project and the ongoing investment 
in environmental protection technologies, the im-
pact of the environment in industrial activities is 
being significantly reduced.  
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"we All Contributed to the evolution 
And mutAtion of A develoPment model"
In spite of the initial hesitation, José Eduardo de 
Matos now concludes he wish he had come to po-
litics earlier, because he sees the 90s, after the 
80s, the "time of municipal empowerment", one 
of the most fruitful times for municipalities, be-
fore the obligations imposed concerning budget 
deficits. 

What's different in Estarreja today from what it  
was 12 years ago?     
Several dimensions that have replaced a unique 
focus previously turned to industry.  "Today pe-
ople say Estarreja has industry, has a Enterprise 
Ecological Park, a different bet on environmental 
issues, a strong culture, a bet on education", he 
mentions, closing the gap: "We have an active and 
innovative perspective in our relation to the envi-
ronment. In this sense, we all contributed to the 
evolution and mutation of a development model."

What about returning to law?  
It may be a possibility in the future, after ceasing 
the mandate in CME, but it's not the only one. Al-
though highlighting the possibility of returning to 
law, José Eduardo de Matos doesn't neglect re-
maining in the public service career. "However, at 
this time, I don't know", he assures. 

ble development that requires a more balanced 
relation between production and emissions. and 
companies understood that. the relation that sup-
posedly existed before, based on the assumption 
that companies are good because they provide 
employment, is inverted when we realize there's 
a whole set of pollution sources that originate 
from the CQe. this creates the need for change 
and companies have taken steps to establish a 
relationship with the community. and we have 
that mutation, deeply rooted in paCopar. all 
in all, companies started to have a face. before 
that, there wasn't such a close relation that could 
allow to know human faces. we can find manage-
ment solutions, but personal acquaintance gives 
us a huge advantage. Companies now have a face 
and for me that was a vital change. and the princi-
ple behind paCopar, behind responsible Care, is 
transversal. it's not only for companies, but for all 
of us. this relationship is constructive, not only 
companies benefit from it, but also the commu-
nity, which has been learning with the companies 
know how. and if we boost this paradigm of social 
responsibility, we are now faced with new chal-
lenges. today's challenge for paCopar and the 
estarreja community is not to allow numbness. 
we have many local, national and european res-
ponsibilities. paCopar earned a european award, 
we have been fashionable for a long time. we now 
need a new breath, to face a few lethargic winds 
ahead. 

And how do you believe PACOPAR can improve 
performance, materialize that new breath?
paCopar has a very rich past in this sense, it was 
at the vanguard of many current concepts and 
practices, i have learned from that myself. none 
of the companies is where it was ten years ago. 
they have all undergone deep changes and pa-
Copar must follow-up. the key is not reducing 
supports, nor delaying processes, is to broaden 
even more. sometimes i feel answers take too 
long to be given and that cannot happen. we are 

in a time that demands more answers, and qui-
cker than companies can provide. on one hand, 
paCopar has a solid position in estarreja, but it 
must go further. i would like a larger interception 
with the community, a stronger sense of respon-
sibility, accompanying this trend coming from the 
un and the eu, with the advantage that we have 
foundations here. we are not doing this because 
it's fashionable; we are doing it for the attitude, 
deepening our relationship with the community. 
we know a lot. we have the experience and the 
knowledge, but we must extend it further. we 
already understood traditional economic gro-
wth models cannot endure. My desire and appe-
al is that paCopar does not fall asleep on past 
achievements, which are many and positive, but 
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different from those i have worked with. these 
have always been different, but now a more dras-
tic change has occurred. Currently, the CMe is 
already positioned for the future. Mainly, it will 
maintain works, not so much of a builder anymore. 
it will be more focused on the quality of service, 
and on stronger social relations. that is a path 
that can be further developed upon these inter-
municipality communities issue, where there may 
be a bit of a hidden, or embarrassed, regionalism. 
portugal has a problem of centralization. what i 
wish for estarreja is that, when the decentraliza-
tion path is further developed, there's a chance for 
traveling it and that future mayors can focus on 
this with dedication and commitment. 

that paCopar travels further ahead, with a new 
breath, and that it is more transparent. 

Estarreja is now a municipality with a more arti-
culate civil protection than 12 years ago?
i think the municipality has always taken great in-
terest in civil protection. there were even times 
when the impacts of such interest on the popu-
lation weren't realized, and there was some alar-
mism. there has always been a concern both from 
public authorities and companies. but we had to 
find a different balance. to prevent what we can 
prevent, to plan what we can plan, and prevent in 
the right way close to the public opinion. we are 
here we are prepared. we work with dangerous 
products all day. i believe there has always been a 
concern both from companies and authorities and 
we have a greater balance today. 

Do you miss being a lawyer?
i always have. that was one of the reasons i was 
so conflicted about turning to politics. i enjoyed 
being a lawyer, i had a successful career, i miss 
it and i go to my office every week. i have used my 
legal skills, and i still do, to solve issues in here, 
but i've kept my mail in my office and i go there 
every single week. i don't want to loose that con-
nection, because it's part of my security and my 
security is part of my freedom, it's the foundation 
of my freedom, and because that is a world i have 
always enjoyed. and a world to which, who knows, 
i will return. 

How would you like to see Estarreja 20 years  
from now?  
Much better than today. one never does everything, 
nor does one do everything right. there are always 
new areas to bet on and new paths to travel. Cur-
rently, due to the most recent evolution, the pa-
rameters with which a mayor works are always 

A leAst known PortrAit
José Eduardo de Matos was a football athlete fede-
rated in national sports organizations. This and the 
taste for reading are some of his least known as-
pects. With the city council work, reading was left 
behind, nonetheless, while a Mayor he imprints a 
bit of a self-style poetics on his speeches and wri-
tings. Thus, he tries to sweeten life's seriousness 
through humor. "I was very into Queirós, although 
Eça is very acidic, which I don't appreciate, but the 
sense of positive irony is very important. And the 
dream perspective is fundamental", he considers. 
When he started at the CME presidency, he no lon-
ger read books, but reports instead. "Now, I only 
manage to read a book during the summer and, 
sometimes, the books I present.  And I read the 
newspaper", he says, seeing culture as cathartic 
activity. "If we don't have a cultural dimension, we 
become over attached to our daily routine, small 
things, difficulties and problems. These are real 
issues, but there's no use in harping on the same 
string all the time, because that's not the way to 
find solutions. I figure the cultural dimension lifts 
us, makes us go beyond this and gives us a diffe-
rent perspective, maybe a dreamy one, but dream 
is what drives life, and that is always a good place 
to find ourselves."

I n T e r v I e w
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paCopar annual donations prograM – wHat are tHe results?

More educaTIon, 
More socIal supporT, 
More cIvIl proTecTIon

from the beginning of their annual donations pro-
gram, paCopar chemical companies have sup-
ported, until 2013, about 100 estarreja communi-
tarian projects, amounting to over half a million 
euro. the annual donations program is promoted 
by air liquide, aQp, Cires, Cuf-Qi and dow por-
tugal companies (tJa has participated for two 
years) from 2006, intending to help the implemen-
tation of non profitable projects from local institu-
tions, which aim to achieve social benefits, thus 
contributing to the sustainable development and 
the quality of life of estarreja. 

throughout the years, projects have been sup-
ported in areas the companies have considered 

d o s s I e r 
a n n u a l 

d o n a T I o n s

vital for the development and well-being of the 
estarreja community, such as education, social 
service, civil protection and sports. after five 
consecutive years implementing the program, 
paCopar visited a few projects put in place with 
the donations granted, and shares the institutions’ 
conclusions: the panel's donations program has 
contributed to the fulfillment of several organiza-
tions’ missions. 

eduCAtion
a large part of the support granted has been 
channeled for educational projects, which have 
been reflected in the improvement of the mate-
rial conditions of libraries, and in the increment of 

their bibliographic estate, in acquiring interactive 
whiteboards and other electronic and laboratory 
equipment, which has improved the pedagogic 
conditions of schools.

agrupaMento de esColas de aVanCa (group  
of aVanCa sCHools)
School library renewed
before the school year 2007/2008, the group’s 
library did not meet the needs of the school and 
books collection was small. with the new library 
project, which joined together three adjacent 
classrooms, a wide space was created, with areas 
for support, for books consultation, computer with 
access to the internet, and spaces dedicated to 
reading, video and audio. the library serves about 
650 preschool, 1st, 2nd, and 3rd cycle students of 
this group of schools.

“the library was thus able to accompany the 
changes demanded, to contribute to the school 
success, to develop the various types of literacy, 
through activities conducted throughout the year, 
in cooperation with all groups of school subjects. 
its performance in the development and support 
to several disciplinary areas has significantly im-
proved, as well as other activities focused on edu-
cational development. in this area, activities are 
conducted, not only for 2nd and 3rd cycles, but 

also for preschool and 1st cycle students from the 
whole group of schools." elsa Moinheiro, director 
of the agrupamento de escolas de avanca (aea or 
group of avanca schools) 

Pro health education, understanding life sciences
"discovering ecosystems”, "research reality - 
know the truth”, “think healthy, live better” and 

"basic education scientists” were the first projects 
conducted in the scope of pro health education, 
based on the knowledge of life sciences. training 
/ information activities and workshops on healthy 
life styles were developed, which triggered a be-
havioral change throughout the whole educational 
community. in the area of experimental science, 
the natural science laboratory was re-qualified 
with several materials, making it possible to con-
duct classes of a more practical component, lead-
ing students to a greater involvement in scientific 
and technical subjects, achieving a better under-
standing of the world around them. 

"the evolution in terms of interest and taste for 
learning from most students is notable, inevitably 
reflecting in terms of promoting education suc-
cess and preventing school dropouts, allowing 
many of them to pursue their studies in the fields 
of science and technology."  elsa Moinheiro, aea 
director
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Permanently safe children
the project, still under development, compre-
hends around 350 students of the 2nd and 3rd cy-
cles, and aims to gift the school with equipment 
more fit to maintaining safety. a water intake 
with maneuver device and fast-coupling system, 
photo-luminescent signage for escape and emer-
gency exits, and fire fighting systems, as well as 
an extinguisher and a fire blanket for the kitchen 
have been installed. it was intended to reduce the 
possibility of fire at the school and to increment 
the fire fighting media.  

Gifting the school with multimedia IWB
Classrooms of Mato n.º 1 basic school (escola 
eb1 do Mato) were equipped with interactive 
whiteboards (iwb), which allowed for diversifying 
the technical teaching and learning possibilities. 

“the interactive whiteboard acts as a teaching / 
learning instrument that allows for boosting the 
student's concentration / commitment and for 
promoting a greater involvement, thus, this is an 
instrument that facilitates learning." elsa Moin-
heiro, aea director

To grow up playing
in the premises of the bandeira n.º 1 basic 
school and Kindergarten (escola eb1 e Jardim de 
infância da bandeira), a floor has been installed 
to allow students to develop physical and cogni-
tive activities, important for their development 
as social beings, who are both interventional and  
critical. 

“whenever there’s time, we conduct physical ac-
tivities and drama expression in this area, thanks 
to the excellent features of this floor. other ac-
tivities allowing students to develop their sociali-
zation according to attitudes and values that lead 
to their complete education are also conducted.” 
elsa Moinheiro, aea director

ergonomic equipment. with the support of the 
paCopar companies, school was also able to ins-
tall and manage a library. 

“Building knowledge - new learning areas 1, 2 and 
3”
the project of terra do Monte n.º 1 basic school 
(escola básica – eb1 - terra do Monte) consisted 
in creating conditions to make its reading area 
more comfortable and cozy, by acquiring varied 
equipment.

“the material acquired has allowed students to capi- 
talize their interests, the possibility to read autono-
mously in favorable and comfortable conditions, ex-
ploring their abilities to think, communicate, solve 
problems and make decisions in a proper and re-
sponsible manner. this was a growing investment 
in knowledge and with own interests, which will 
reflect throughout their lives.” adosinda Vinagre, 
teacher at eb1 terra do Monte.

“A room where we can learn to play”  
this is a recreational library, currently being cre-
ated on the headquarters of the group of schools 
of estarreja, an area that will be common to the 
kindergarten, the 1st cycle of the basic studies 
and the Multi-disability support unit.  this facility 
will be installed on the group's new building.  

“this is added-value because it can offer children  
 a place of greater comfort and motivation for 
learning with free activities and / or accompanied 
by the teacher. besides that, it can also be used for 
recesses, in days with poor climate that does not 
allow outside activities.” Marilene santos, teacher 
at padre donaciano de abreu freire basic school 
(escola básica padre donaciano de abreu freire

agrupaMento de esColas de estarreJa 
(group of estarreJa sCHools)

"To learn by playing”  
implemented in Canelas basic school (escola 
básica de Canelas), this educational project con-
sisted in equipping the library, through the acqui-
sition of bookcases, computer, printer, books, and 
recreational and pedagogic material. 

“images of the students' happiness while, in the pa-
tio, they release their energies enjoying the mate-
rial acquired, playing in the right place at the right 
time.” luísa santos, teacher at Canelas basic 
school

"Reading Corner” and " Entertaining Recesses”
these were two projects developed in school 
years 2008/2009 and 2009/2010, in pinheiro basic 
school (escola básica do pinheiro), which foresaw 
the creation of a reading area for children and the 
equipment of a school yard. 

"Reading invites you”, "Playing with rules” and 
“Growing up with Math”
senhora do Monte n.º1 basic school (escola eb1 
senhora do Monte) has developed three projects 
throughout several school years. books and book-
shelves, didactic games and a video camera have 
been acquired to make reading a more appealing 
activity. other resources, like Cd’s, dVd’s, da-
tashow, two laptops and a karaoke system have al-
lowed to play with rules, while new didactic games 
have contributed to growing up with Math. 

"Let's take care of our posture”
to ensure a correct posture for children was the 
priority for santo amaro basic school (escola 
básica de santo amaro), which acquired varied 

d o s s I e r 
a n n u a l 

d o n a T I o n s
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agrupaMento de esColas de pardilHó 
(group of pardilHó sCHools) 

"Water in Pardilhó”
acquiring a set of small kits has allowed 7th and 
8th grade students, in the scope of the science 
Club and the physical and Chemical sciences, to 
perform their first researches and environmental 
analysis. 

“students have started, with these kits, to acquire 
discipline and scientific method with small wa-
ter analysis experiments.” ana paula Vilas boas, 
teacher at group of pardilhó schools(aep). 

By "Dreaming... counting... listening... interacting",  
the "interaction is constant" 
throughout two school years, pardilhó kindergar-
ten has achieved these two projects. they have 
acquired three interactive whiteboards for three 
kindergarten classrooms, which benefited about 
60 children from between three and five years old. 

“we feel this material allows for complementing the 
activities developed, offering children and others in-
volved new technological methods, contributing to 
sustainability, reducing the use of natural resources, 
such as paper, for example." graça abreu, teacher 
of the aep.

" Whiteboard, magical board” 
acquiring an interactive board allowed for develo-
ping activities that are more appealing to students 
with learning disabilities and special education 
needs. 

“the whiteboard is working in a 1st year class (20 
students) since the beginning of the first term of 
this school year (2012/2013), which includes a stu-
dent with severe disability, and thus, one of the main 
goals of the project has been accomplished.." rosa 
tavares, teacher of the aep.

"Multimedia in the classroom”
with the teaching possibilities created by three 
lCd tVs and three dVd readers acquired, students 
of languages of the 2nd and 3rd cycles can easily 
develop their oral comprehension and production 
skills. the equipment is also used in other subjects, 
to view documentaries or movies.

estarreJa seCondary sCHool 
3 SSS
in the scope of their program "reducing risks, 
promoting a healthy life”, the group for Health 
education of the estarreja secondary school (ese 

- escola secundária de estarreja), has defined the 
"3 sss" project – safety, Health (saúde) and sus-
tainability. throughout three school years, the 
group undertook training actions and lectures for 
the education community, screenings, sports ac-
tivities, and support to students’ projects, leaflets, 
a blog, and other initiatives. acquiring equipment 
and material with the help of paCopar has al-
lowed for a greater dynamics in performing a few 
activities. this health education promotion work is 
framed within the guidelines of the Ministry of ed-
ucation and science. the equipment is still avail-
able at the school, for educational use. 

“realizing these projects was never dependent on 
the financial funding of paCopar, but the amount 
granted allowed increasing the efficacy of projects 
throughout the three school years (2009-2010 to 
2012-2013)." Manuela azevedo, teacher at the 
ese. 
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ASE – Associação de Solidariedade Estarrejense 
(Solidarity Association of Estarreja)
Creating the teixugueira children's park was the 
first support the panel offered ase, followed by the 
donation for construction of a house in santiais, for 
rental to a poor family. in recent years, the dona-
tions from paCopar companies have helped the 
rehabilitation projects of social security housing in 
urbanização da teixugueira, the rehabilitation of 
three houses belonging to poor families that lived 
in poor housing conditions, and the purchase of a 
van for collection and distribution of meals. 

“as time goes by, the number of families asking 
for help has increased. we have people to whom 
we provide food, who we couldn't even imagine 
needed help.”  alberto Vidal, president of the ase 
board of directors.

CerCiesta 
ADIGIESTA Pavilion
the pavilion has multi-sensorial equipment, which 
made it possible to create better comfort condi-
tions for young adults with multi-disability. 

Snoezelen Room
upon the installation of varied equipment, the 
snoezelen room offers a diversity of sensorial 
stimulation, of light, music, notes, sounds and 
tactile stimulation. 

“it made it possible to improve the quality of life 
of people with multi-disability, students / users 
of Cerciesta, students at the Multi-disability sup-
port unit of the group of schools of estarreja and 
users of the retirement home of Cónego filipe de 
figueiredo foundation.” Maria de lurdes breu, 
president of Cerciesta. 

soCiAl ACtion  
requests for support in the social area have in-
creased progressively in the past few years. an-
swers have allowed for rehabilitating social se-
curity housing, to improve infrastructures of 
retirement homes, day care centers and the gen-
eral service of social support.

assoCiação HuManitária de salreu (Hu-
Manitarian assoCiation of salreu)
Improving access conditions for people with 
physical disabilities
after a social security visit, the Humanitarian 
association of salreu (aHs) felt the need to im-
prove access conditions at the institution entry 
for people with physical disabilities and for medi-
cal emergency teams. all necessary adjustments 
have been made with the support from companies 
of the panel.  

Training room equipment
the improvement of the institution's training 
room equipment was necessary due to the need 
for ongoing training of aHs staff. Currently, the 
room is used for long term training of the re-
tirement home staff and, on a weekly basis, it 
supports the gnr (national republican guard) 
and the Centro de saúde de estarreja (estarreja 
Medical Center), for training targeting the gen-
eral population. 

“this meant added-value for the institution, which 
not only was given the opportunity to comply with 
a labor law, by training its collaborators, but also 
could help other institutions in the council, keep-
ing an open and dynamic posture, at all times.” 
guilherme de pinho ferreira, president of the aHs 
board of directors.
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santa Casa da misericórdia 
support given to santa Casa da Misericórdia (sCM) 
of estarreja have allowed to acquire equipment 
for the social recreational Center of teixugueira, 
an intervention previously object of unsuccessful 
fund raising campaigns; requalification of the 
laundry, which was obsolete and didn't offer good 
working conditions; requalification of the retire-
ment home, namely replacing the window frames, 
which impacted on the lack of comfort of users 
and employees.   

“paCopar solidarity support has always answered 
to some need and difficulty of certain facilities and 
services and has allowed santa Casa to fulfill its 
mission in the fields of assistance and protection of 
the poor and fragile members of our society.” rosa 
de fátima figueiredo, ombudswoman of the sCM 
of estarreja.

Serigraphy Workshop
it made it possible to broaden the Cerciesta users 
occupation activities with serigraphy. several 
works for private users and local associations 
have already been made. 

Cerciesta Music Group
acquiring music instruments allowed for broaden-
ing Cerciesta's activities with music expression. 

“Currently, there are 20 young people in the Cerci-
esta Music group.” Maria de lurdes breu, presi-
dent of Cerciesta. 

Civil ProteCtion 
in this area, supports have been channeled for 
the institution in the municipality which is the key  
element for the civil protection system's opera-
tion in estarreja, and which regularly cooperates 
in training actions with companies of the estarreja 
Chemical Complex. with support from the fire de-
partment, paCopar contributes to achieve one of 
its core goals: to care for the maintenance of the 
community's safety and health, and for the envi-
ronment preservation. 

estarreJa Volunteers fire departMent
Permanent Civil Protection Public support office
even before executing their donations program, 
under their commitment to contribute to reinforce 
the municipal civil protection, paCopar funded 
the creation of a permanent civil protection public 
support office, headquartered at the estarreja Vo- 
lunteers fire department premises, open 24 
hours. the expenses on human resources are still 
being supported by the chemical companies. 

light Command vehicle
transforming and converting a van, for the creation 
of a command vehicle, "auto Chefe ligeiro" (light 
Command Vehicle), to support media coordination 
at the operations stage, where there's a need for a 
Command element, on an initial intervention. 

Coupling masks
acquisition of coupling masks for helmets, and six 
breathing equipment bottles. the acquired masks 
facilitate breathing.

sPorts
with less frequent requests in the scope of sports 
and recreation, paCopar has assisted mainly 
projects with environmental and resource control 
concerns.

assoCiação Cultural e reCreatiVa saaVe-
dra guedes (Cultural and reCreational 
assoCiation saaVedra guedes)  
installation of solar heating panels
with this investment, the group's energy con-
sumption bill has been reduced, with subsequent 
decrease of the environmental impact that derives 
from intense sports activities of the association. 

water pumps replacement project
replacing old equipment for modern equipment 
allowed for making water intake systems of the 
gymnastics and sports pavilion more effective.

led lighting project  
by replacing the whole lighting system of the 
gymnastics and sports pavilion with led lighting, 
saavedra reduced their electricity bill to about 
1/3.

“the value of these projects to our association is 
vital and it's a motivation to continue promoting 
associativity and to offer better conditions to all 
those who use our premises on a daily basis.” José 
Carlos amador, vice-president of the saavedra 
guedes board of directors. 
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estarreJa seCondary sCHool and CHeMiCal CoMpanies under agreeMent  

More dIalogue for  
a greaTer adJusTMenT  
of professIonal courses
school and companies should dialogue more in 
order to improve the adjustment of professional 
training to corporate needs. the opinion gathers 
consensus at paCopar, with chemical companies 
and estarreja secondary school (ese - escola se-
cundária de estarreja) showing to be available to 
increase the dialogue between them and with the 
ministry in charge. if the adjustment of the curri-
cular programs would certainly be an element of 
such improvement, an increase in the practical 
component of professional training, similar to a 
dual system, demands further consideration from 
participants. 

although considering that professional schools are 
increasingly more close to corporate needs, sónia 
Mouta, Human resources director of air liquide 

each company's activity field," antónio olivei-
ra, Human resources director of Cires, also 
stresses the importance of the school / company  
dialogue. 

this is a recurring subject for the Ministry of 
education and science (MeC - Ministério da edu-
cação e Ciência) and at paCopar this is not a 
first time subject either, since the panel was a 
co-partner in creating a technological speciali-
zation Course (see call-out box) in 2007 that aims 
to make professional training compatible with 
the corporate demands of the region. However, 
teresa silva, Human resources director of dow 
portugal, reminds us that, in spite of the experi-
ences shared in the past and of the consensus 
generated, "courses are still developed by MeC." 

even though schools are allowed to make a few 
changes, it's in fact MeC that defines the base 
structure of the courses' curricular programs. 
thus, the ese director suggests a ministerial 
dialogue.  paCopar "can even try to find, along 
with ese, an opportunity to make a well structu-
red offer and present it to someone relevant." for 
example, making a "group of discussion and re-
flection" which would be able to make proposals 
reach the MeC, "the politicians whom we com-
plain of for taking bad decisions." 

in portugal, claims that "no doubt, there should 
be an ongoing dialogue between school entities 
and companies, to face changes that continuous-
ly occur in the corporate environment, due to the 
introduction of new technologies and researches." 
Jorge Ventura, ese director, strengthens: "it's vi-
tal to listen to companies when creating curricu-
lar programs. schools nowadays, no matter how 
well they know the areas connected to mechanics, 
metallurgy, electronics, they don't have the ability 
to accompany the development offered by techno-
logy and companies are always on a development 
stage ahead of school." 

under the assumption that "specialized training 
is highly relevant as a starting point for gifting 
new employees with the necessary skills for 
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duAl system of ProfessionAl trAining  
This system, commonly used in Germany, consists 
in the duality between theoretical and practical 
training in a work context, with the goal of joi-
ning theoretical knowledge and skills acquired by 
working. This system differs from school profes-
sional training ministered in Portugal, since of the 
3100 training hours, only 210 are integrated in the 
internship, in real work context. In the dual sys-
tem, the course can last from two to three and a 
half years, and the positions’ offer at the company 
is complemented with courses outside the com-
pany and additional qualification opportunities. 

the suggestion meets the aipQr (associação das 
indústrias da petroquímica, Química e refinação 
or association of petrochemical, Chemical and 
refining industries) initiative. Chemical com-
panies of paCopar are collaborating in a study 
promoted by that association, aiming for the re-
formulation of curricular programs (see call-out 
box). "we believe that this study has all the ingre-
dients necessary to be an important contribution 
to reflections on this subject," antónio oliveira 
mentions.

How to adjust curricular programs?
the subject involves the consideration of several 
factors and professional areas, as the high level of 
specialization and know how of chemical compa-
nies may not justify the creation of courses exclu-
sively for the sector. instead, we can strengthen 
the transversal and the base scientific compo-
nents. "for example, for the chemical industry 
operators, we need a solid basis at the level of 
math, physics and chemistry. then, more specific 
training is made in companies, because they have 
their own individual specification." so, as antónio 
duarte, Human resources manager of Cuf-Qi in 
estarreja, explains, there's no advantage in crea-
ting specifically targeted courses. "even if there is 
a technical course, an operator that comes here, 

takes five to eight years to be fit for the job," states 
teresa silva, from dow. besides that, as these are 

"intensive capital companies," says antónio duarte, 
"in a single year we could be recruiting half a dozen 
students and nobody in the following years."  
Cuf-Qi and dow also suggest the increment of 
transversal content on courses. "for example, all 
that's connected to quality, safety, environment, 
math, computers, which are transversal skills," 
suggests antónio duarte. teresa silva considers 
the need for strengthening the courses' social 
skills. "How to communicate, express an idea, ma-
nage conflicts, that training is needed at all levels 
on all areas. i see that young people complete the 
courses with a lack of ability for communication 
and interaction," she realizes.  

Making school and companies closer, says só-
nia Mouta, "should occur not only in the scope of 
curricular program contents, but also concerning 
internship periods, which should be adjusted to 
corporate needs." the difficulty is in finding com-
mon ground in what regards these needs and the 
definition of the institutional responsibilities.  
 
Dual system, yes or no? "Neither"
before the possibility to make a few adjustments 
to portugal, the Minister of education and science 

has visited germany last year, in order to know 
more about their dual system of professional trai-
ning (see call-out box). sónia Mouta sees advan-
tages in the model, whose benefit for companies 

"would be achieved in a medium and long term, at 
the time of the definitive integration of this peo-
ple in the labor market, with a greater practical 
knowledge." for antónio duarte, the dual system 
would be suitable for a certain type of support 
functions, such as electricians or mechanical me-
talworkers (for the aforementioned reasons, this 
is not applicable to chemical operators). in spite of 
considering that, generally, trainees in electricity, 
mechanics and automation "complete the course 
well prepared," teresa silva explains that dow, 
for having "a technological component very much 
connected to the polyurethane technology," must 
provide specialized training to new operators. the 
person in charge sees the advantages of a dual 
system that would allow, for example, "observe a 
shutdown, and understating what an emergency 
is. the student will, at least, have a better notion 
of the labor world reality."

the ese director thinks carefully on the subject. 
He stresses the role of school, where the student 
is to remain until the age of 18, to acquire not 
only technical skills "but also, on a scientific and 

AiPQr study  
The chemical companies of PACOPAR are coope-
rating, together with other national companies 
of the field, in the national study "Qualificação 
de Recursos Humanos Técnicos – Indústrias de 
Refinação, Petroquímica e Química Industrial em 
Portugal" (Qualification of Technical Human Re-
sources - Refining, Petrochemical and Chemical 
Industries of Portugal), promoted by AIPQR and 
under the responsibility of Faculty of Engineering 
of the University of Porto. The study also invol-
ves the universities of Aveiro, Coimbra, Nova de 
Lisboa and Instituto Superior Técnico. The goal is, 
according to Sónia Mouta, of Air Liquide, "adjust 
the training offered in teaching to the needs of the 
corporate fabric, ensuring the involvement and 
cooperation between corporate and educational 
media, thus allowing a better focus on the current 
and future corporate needs of specialized techni-
cians and operators." 
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could later be reasonably managed along with the 
government, at the level of tax advantages and 
other solutions." defining that institutional role 
would ensure companies "a greater appropriation 
of advantages through training."

sónia Mouta also touches the issue. positioning air 
liquide as receptive to dual systems interns, she 
considers "it would be necessary for both parties 
to define the concrete terms of the collaboration, 
ensuring the goals of both entities and thus con-
tributing to a sustained socioeconomic evolution." 
while this institutional step isn't taken, chemical 
companies of paCopar frequently receive interns 
in professional and higher education courses, 
which they will keep doing, and are available to 
discuss and to take the discussion about the dual 
system even further. 

ethical basis, a harmonic intellectual and physi-
cal development." the student should develop on 
all dimensions, which makes Jorge Ventura con-
sider the current 210 hours of practical training 

"sufficient." More than quantification, the teacher 
thinks that improving the system would presume 
a bet on the quality of the performance of both 
actors: school and company.

Jorge Ventura alerts to the lack of definition from 
the state when it comes to the role of companies 
in professional training. the ese director sug-
gests, for example, that "MeC would agree, or 
create protocols with companies that gathered 
the capacity, and that could assume the role of 
school by having an educational core or depart-
ment. if a company gets 20 interns throughout the 
year, it will have clearly an educational role that 
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teChnologiCAl sPeCiAlizAtion Courses  
In 2007, the Specialized Training Partnership of 
the Council of Estarreja (created by the Estarreja 
City Council, University of Aveiro, PACOPAR – che-
mical companies, SEMA – Associação Empre-
sarial, Estarreja Secondary School and Nestlé) 
launched the Technological Specialization Course 
(CET) in Industrial Electric Installations and Au-
tomation aiming to broaden the offer in terms of 
professional training to the corporate fabric of 
Estarreja. CET can be accredited in order to pro-
ceed with studies in the higher education.
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entrepreneurship has been promoted by the por-
tuguese state, either through financial or adminis-
trative support, as a means of creating self employ-
ment and decreasing the growing unemployment 
list which has been verified in the country these 
last few months. while talking to entrepreneurs, 
we can see the state's support is a mere leverage 
to join what seems to be more important: self de-
termination, specialization, and dedication, turned 
into work. these are the characteristics found in 
diverse experiences of estarreja entrepreneurs. a 
profound knowledge acquired in their area of ac-
tion, a critical view of the world surrounding them, 
and a long term strategy, allow them to face ad-
versity firmly. 

 entrepreneursHip witH origins in estarreJa

  deTerMInaTIon,  
  specIalIzaTIon  
  and dedIcaTIon:  
  enTrepreneur weapons
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while he was the apprentice of master fernando 
gonçalves he met, through his grandfather who 
was also a tailor, ayres gonçalo, with whom he 
becomes friend and they both open their work-
shop in porto. "we opened with the purpose of 
making tailor work but with a different perspec-
tive. with the same classic techniques, but with a 
different attitude, more marketing-focused, never 
moving away from the original process, the tradi-
tional one." 

João PAulo rodrigues: 
"a new tHeoretiCal and praCtiCal adVent 
in portuguese fasHion"
if one day we see "a new theoretical and practi-
cal advent in portuguese fashion," the promoter 
of such a deed will probably be João paulo rodri-
gues, born in avanca, estarreja. at 28 years old, 
he is one of the youngest portuguese tailors who, 
along with his friend ayres gonçalo, has a tailor 
workshop in porto. additionally, he has an invest-
ment planned together with a company to start 
a new custom-made shirts brand. Making a phd 
abroad can provide him with the basis to open a 
portuguese fashion school. 

when he started the civil engineering course, in 
Coimbra, he tried to believe his future would be in 

"sewing" buildings, but he was overwhelmed by a 
wave of dissatisfaction. the discovery of a taste for 
image, reminiscing childhood or not - he used to 
stay under his grandmother's high couture bench, 
drawing with her chalk -, decreed that his future 
would be made "sewing" suits. He took the exams 
to enter the university once more, and began his 
fashion design studies in lisbon. simultaneously, 
at the faculty of fine arts, he took two illustra-
tion and drawing courses. "from the course 4th 
year on," as he "perceives with certainty that" he 
is able to "create from drawings," he drifts away 
from female fashion, and in spite of the gap when 
it comes to male fashion teaching in portugal he 
decided to make his end of course project about 
man's clothing.

that's when he realized his "technical gap." with 
his academic path completed, he begins his stud-
ies of "manual work" with his "Master." "you will 
come every afternoon, i will teach you how to cut 
and you will start to believe here," tailor fernando 
gonçalves told him. "for three years and a few 
months i was with him everyday. i was also fortu-
nate to care of him at the end of his life," the tailor 
reminisces. a very strong personal relationship. 
upon realizing the irreversibility of his disease, 
Master fernando gonçalves longed for passing 
his art on: "that last year was very intense, he 
virtually didn't work, he only made stuff to make 
me learn quicker." today, J. paulo rodrigues is 
a tailor using the bench, the rulers, and the sew-
ing machine that belonged to his master. "He gave 
me everything he had, besides love, teachings," he 
acknowledges.  

“today, ayres' grandfather tells me: you learn until 
you die. everyday, with work. and whomever thinks 
what they do is easy, has stopped, is professionally 
and artistically dead.” 
J. paulo rodrigues

in parallel, J. paulo rodrigues has an export-fo-
cused project, a partnership with a company, to 
produce custom-made clothes, and is also taking a 
degree in Medical anthropology, which allows him 
to study the human body, health and disease, join-
ing the biological perspective to a cultural, social, 
political and ecological approach of fashion. the 
final goal is a phd in creation, "maybe in belgium". 

"with that, i hope to be able to open a school here 
in portugal, with its own theory, which intends to 
train a new theoretical and practical advent in the 
portuguese fashion," he reveals, criticizing the 
fashion teaching in portugal: "courses are focused 
almost exclusively on industrial production, in or-

der to send people to fill-out technical sheets at 
a company that almost exclusively makes copies. 
that mass-market has to exist, but portugal could 
have a different theoretical concept of national 
production."  

for the young tailor, it's necessary an academic 
study in order to search, in a grounded manner, 
for an identity for the portuguese fashion, a whole 
school of artists that study the portuguese culture, 
anthropology, society, to create such an identity. 

"this explains the need for me to make a strong 
academic career, which can sustain a future in 
teaching with international learning," he admits, 
considering that in portugal, there are no teach-
ers with sufficient training to teach in the fashion 
area in higher levels than bachelor.  

who dresses a tailor's suit?    
The lowest price is 2300 Euro. Customers can be 
divided into two groups, one of older people "who 
were born in a time when there were no other suits 
than those made by a tailor, and they've never sto-
pped wearing them," and another of younger peo-
ple, who have already been touched by marketing, 

"they are attracted to their grandparents' suits 
and they control expenses," privileging quality 
and distinction, rather than quantity. 

And what about famous customers?    
They cannot be revealed. 

“we live in the age of individuality, emptiness, in 
which everyone wants to believe they're unique. 
our art subsists on this also. an almost narcissis-
tic group. but people must remember they are only 
one in 7 billion. Can i make a difference? yes, i can. 
not making things only for money, but with love, 
with feeling and commitment.” 
J. paulo rodrigues
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mArCo e diogo:
“bewarKet - turn de w and be tHe MarKet” 
the idea arose and was developed in the scope of 
a master’s degree thesis on electronic commerce 
and the web. "and after the thesis i thought: i have 
to try. i'd rather try and fail than see the project 
initiated by someone else later," says Marco bar-

bosa, one of bewarket's promoters, a company / 
application that we can call "social commerce." 
the mobile application uses facebook's features 
to sell articles. for Marco barbosa and diogo 
azevedo, another of the company's four partners, 
the ideal scenario 10 years from now would be be-
ing in the stock market or selling bewarket. 

they are cousins and both from salreu. after their 
studies in estarreja, they went to university of 
trás-os-Montes to study computers. 25 year-old 
diogo azevedo took his masters degree in Hol-
land and is currently taking a phd in mobile ap-
plications. Marco barbosa stuck to the masters 
degree and his "daily training" consists in 100% 
dedication to bewarket, which was born about a 

year ago and is integrated in instituto empresarial 
do Minho (Companies institute of Minho). after the 
master’s degree, Marco barbosa told his cousin, 
diogo azevedo, of his idea, and diogo "believed" in 
it, so they both embarked on the entrepreneurship 
adventure. Currently there are 4 partners.  

"what we want is to gather the best of two worlds. 
electronic commerce and social networks," ex-
plains Marco barbosa, clarifying that nowadays 
bewarket is focused on the sale of second hand 
items, but in the future it can aggregate large 
well-known store chains, with a wide array of po-
tential to the user. "for example, it will be pos-
sible to compare the prices of a product on all re-
gistered sellers," Marco explains, referring only a 
small part of the social networks' potential that 
electronic commerce can benefit from.

bewarket has already 18 thousand users, from 
which 90% are portuguese, with a rate of 1.6% 
daily growth.  "by now, we don't focus on invoicing 
but on recruiting users, to reach large markets," 
Marco barbosa admits, giving facebook as an ex-
ample of a business that started gathering publi-      
city only after reaching 10 million users. 

"right now we must focus on marketing. if we had 
a one million budget for marketing, maybe we 
would grow 100% a day," diogo azevedo specu-
lates. bewarket is under negotiations with por-
tuguese investors. Marco barbosa refuses to 
provide details, referring there have always been 
interested investors. "it's not only us, entrepre-
neurs, who must give the first step, the large in-
vestment companies must also," diogo azevedo 
concludes. 

“an entrepreneur must be a seducer. but apart from 
seduction, he must be able to socialize, to adjust to 
the environment. we never know who will we need 
in the future.” diogo azevedo 

“Marco invited me for the project and i believed in it. 
we must have people who believe. and Marco did. 
we must be open to these opportunities, because if 
we don't take chances, we aren't going anywhere. 
take chances! get out of your comfort zone!"  
diogo azevedo
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recently, both youngsters have been to silicon 
Valley, and north-american investors had shown 
interest in the project, but they will only invest if 
they agree to create a company there. the be-
warket's purpose is to achieve the first portu-
guese investment to strengthen the company in 
the country and to build a second company in the 
usa, which would own 100% of the portuguese 
one. "as a start-up company, it's hard to grow 
when we don't have money," Marco barbosa re-
alizes, with one hope: "that in five years from now 
we can earn in a month what we wouldn't dream 
of earning in a lifetime."
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deolindA And mAriA do Céu:
tHe added-Value of speCialization

"insidepipe did not appear only because we thought 
of having a company in the area. we were coming 
from a manufacturer; we knew the market, the 
participants, the products. with this experience we 
gained a precious contact database and know how, 
and when the opportunity came, we fetched our 
knowledge and thought we should start on another 
scope." this is how Maria do Céu Maltez, commer-
cial manager and one of the creators of insidepipe, 
summarizes the origins of the company, which 
sells solutions for maintaining water and sanitation 
ducts. insidepipe is one of the companies head-
quartered in the estarreja business incubator.

the path made by Maria do Céu and her entrepre-
neur partner deolinda Jacinto, technical manager 
of the company, drifts away from the common sto-
ries of entrepreneurship to face unemployment. 
they both had already worked for eight years while 
business and technical managers, respectively, in 
selling pipe solutions to the market, namely in the 
area of public works sanitation. after a few years 
interval, in which they have been separated pro-
fessionally, they joined their determination to bet 
on a market that they knew all too well. "this was 
using 15 years of work in the industry and all the 
knowledge gathered there," says Maria do Céu. 

insidepipe is a company that sells solutions for 
the maintenance and preservation of hydro re-
sources, directly intervening in sanitation, water 
supply, rain waters drainage, industrial and do-
mestic ducts, targeted to the private and public 
sectors of the market. "we provide the diagnosis, 
through CCtV video and testing. we have a robot, 
a video camera, which we insert in the inspection 
boxes. we film the pipes and detect any damage 
existing in the duct and, subsequently, we make a 
proposal regarding repair solutions without open-
ing the ducts," Maria do Céu explains.  

the determination and the persistence of the 
two professionals was the most important part 

of building the company. Much more important 
than the governmental supports to entrepreneur-
ship, which deolinda Jacinto considers "take too 
long." "to be realistic, if it weren't for the blank 
permissions, there wouldn't have been a funding," 
states Maria do Céu. what's most important is not 
to give up, "because there are new setbacks every 
month," deolinda continues.
 
and after the company is established? "if a per-
son sleeps well, he/she will no longer continue to 
sleep well," Maria do Céu says, considering that 
no matter how good you are at your job, when you 
establish a company "you enter unknown terri-
tory, where you must overcome yourself everyday 
in every task and decision-making." for deolinda 
Jacinto, the quality of life "also deteriorates, as 
does your salary," on an initial stage. "we no longer 
have a schedule, we no longer have weekends or 
nights," says deolinda. 

but it all pays. "for the compensation of watching 
things grow. it's like seeing your child grow, things 
start matching, results appear, people start as-king 
for us, inviting us professionally, they start to trust 
our work," says Maria do Céu.  another advantage 
is the motivation when we wake up. "we may not 
earn a lot of money yet, but we always wake up with 
an immense desire to work," says Maria do Céu.   

“you must be a person who knows the subject, with 
profound knowledge. then you must believe and 
have the know how, you must cement it and have 
good contacts, people who believe in your work”. 
Maria do Céu Maltez

“it's nice to save some money for the future. we 
must have a financial structure to endure the initial 
stages. we must consider thoroughly if we really 
want this. we will no longer have a private life, and 
we will no longer sleep soundly. we must have a 
will to sacrifice ourselves. we never leave our work 
behind, we never forget about it, because it's ours.” 
deolinda Jacinto 

throughout the current year, insidepipe gradu-
ally strengthened their presence on the national 
market, with the increase of services hired, and 
they already have contacts on the table to a com-
pany operation on the foreign market. they al-
ready have an intern hired, and aim to broaden 
their human resources. 

d o s s I e r 
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cheMIcals produced:  
sales and conclusIons

this year, besides a personal opinion, apeQ's par-
ticipation in this magazine is a page of our annual 
report 2012, responsible Care®. 

this is about sharing with all paCopar Magazine 
readers a few interesting aspects on the economic 
scope of the activity of companies that share this 
commitment.

total produCtion 
and annual sales VoluMe  
performance indicators for total amount pro-
duced and annual sales Volume, of responsible 
Care® Chemical Companies in 2011, do not reveal 
the negative impact of the national and interna-
tional crisis seen in other industry fields. 

both performance indicators when compared 
to 2010 show in 2011 increases of 5% and 11%,  
respectively. 

facing 2004 values, 2011 performance indicators 
show that the global chemical products produc-
tion has grown 15% and the annual sales volume 
increased 20%. 

aVerage sales priCe
this performance indicator shows that in the peri-
od between 2004 and 2011, the average sales price 
per product ton increased 4%.

"CHeMiCals" exports
"Chemicals" exports in 2011 have reached an 
amount of 5,280 billion euro, representing a growth 
of 21%, when compared to 2010. 

in 2011
Minimum monthly wage paid by
responsible Care® companies was
163% of the Minimum Monthly wage guaranteed.

José bArArdo ribeiro
national Coordinator of tHe 
responsible Care prograM®

lubéliA nogueirA Penedo
national responsible for 
tHe responsible Care prograM®

these conclusions allow us to maintain that hope i have been mentioning to our readers for a few years now, 
without which we won't be able to build any further!

note – only the italic text is from lnp. numbers, charts and conclusions have been created by the national Coordinator of the responsible Care program,  
José barardo ribeiro. 

High capacity regarding the contextual adver-
sity felt on both internal and external markets 

Productivity and EBITDA growth

we can surely say that the group of national Chemical responsible Care® companies has shown in 2011: 

A positive contribution to the National Economy

Minimum wage of employees quite above the 
RMMG (Guaranteed Monthly Minimum Wage) 

increase of 11% of annual sales volum, in relation to 2010.
increase of 5% of produced quantities, in relation to 2010. 

ProduCtion And AnnuAl sAles 2004 to 2011
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In the years under analysis there were no accidents, so 
the indexes have zero value.

Air liQuide
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No accidents in 2012.
 

AQP
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Cuf

In 2012, we continued with zero accidents with sick 
leave in CUF QI.
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In 2012 there were no recorded accidents, and 1.200,000 
hours with no accidents with sick leave have been achie-
ved at Dow Portugal.

dow
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Accidents with sick leave haven't occurred.

Cires
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ACCidents indexes
all companies of the estarreja Chemical Complex 
(CQe - Complexo Químico de estarreja) have re-
corded, in 2012, null accident severity and frequency 
indexes. this value follows the general trend of pre-
vious years, on which null or very low values have 
been verified, which expresses the result of a con-
tinuous increment of the companies' safety stand-

cQe coMpanIes  
safeTy perforMance 

ards, by acquiring equipment, conducting training 
actions, and controlling work processes. the ac-
cidents frequency index represents the number of 
accidents with leave occurred in a year, by each 
million hours worked per man; while the severity 
index represents the number of work days lost per 
year, by each thousand hours worked per man.  

accident frequency index
severity frequency index
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AtmosPheriC PollutAnt emissions
2012 shows an increase of gas emissions when compa-
red to the previous year.  This increase is due to the in-
crement in the installation regime with the consequent 
production increase.

Air liQuide

solid wAste
In 2012, in spite of the production increase compared to 
the previous year, residues generated were quite less, 
because there was no annual shutdown.

0,11

emissions Kg / production ton
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on the several indexes of the estarreja Chemical 
Complex (CQe - Complexo Químico de estarre-
ja) companies, we didn't record uniform results, 
which is due to the different nature of producti-
ve processes of these industries, to changes in 
the way measurements are taken, and to annual 
shutdowns, which can or cannot be made. none-
theless, we were able to record, for most com-
panies, the maintenance or a decrease in energy 
and water consumptions throughout 2012. re-

cQe coMpanIes  
envIronMenTal  
perforMance 

garding solid waste production and atmospheric 
pollutant emissions, we have also recorded a 
decrease for the majority of companies. 

the following indicators have been determined 
through the relation between emissions and 
consumptions quantities and the production 
quantity. gas emissions represent the propor-
tion between the total emissions of particles, ni-
trogen oxide, carbon monoxide and Cov's, and 

wAter ConsumPtion
On consumed water versus production ratio we can see 
it remained constant compared to the previous year, in 
spite of a production increase.

energy ConsumPtion 
The energy consumption has remained constant  
despite a production increase.
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energy (Mj / ton)

2.327

2.447

2.081
1.844

1.701
1,55

1.588

the total production. the solid waste indicator 
represents the ratio between the total of was-
te generated and the total production. water 
and energy consumptions are respectively re-
presented by the ratio between water (m3) and 
energy (MJ) consumed and the production quan-
tity (in tons). in order to know the total of en-
vironmental performance indicators of the CQe 
companies, visit the paCopar website in www.
pacopar.org. 
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AtmosPheriC PollutAnt emissions
Confirmation of the emission decrease trend, either in 
the PVC production activity (CIRES) or in the production 
of steam and electricity (BAMISO).
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solid wAste
About 98% of the residues generated, mostly, harmless 
PVC waste, are sent to valuation.
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AtmosPheriC PollutAnt emissions
As usual, atmospheric pollutant emissions have shown 
very low values.
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solid wAste
Solid waste production has been within average in the 
last few years.
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wAter ConsumPtion
Consumption level identical to recent years  
consumption.

energy ConsumPtion 
The increase in energy consumption we have seen in 2012 
was due to a decrease in co-generation steam produc-
tion, which required greater natural gas consumption.
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wAter ConsumPtion
The slight decrease in specific water consumption is di-
rectly related to the percentages of different manufac-
tured products, which have distinct specific consump-
tions associated.

energy ConsumPtion 
The increment in specific energy consumption is direc-
tly related to the increment of products manufacture 
with a greater energy consumption associated.
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AtmosPheriC PollutAnt emissions
In spite of the specific pollutants emissions being alrea-
dy low in 2011, a slight further reduction was witnessed 
in 2012.
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solid wAste
The slight increase in residues production in 2012 is due 
to the dismantlement process of an old nitric acid pro-
duction unit.
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wAter ConsumPtion
In 2012, the water specific consumption remained on 
the same level as in 2010

energy ConsumPtion 
In 2012, there was a slight reduction of the energy 
specific consumption.
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wAter ConsumPtion
The specific water consumption is gradually decreasing, 
in proportion to the production increase. 
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dow

energy ConsumPtion 
The specific energy consumption is gradually decrea-
sing, in proportion to the production increase. 
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AtmosPheriC PollutAnt emissions
The emissions volume, and its apparent increase in 
2012, are due to the fact these data are calculated ba-
sed on momentary emission results, that is to say, mo-
mentary measurements made only twice a year. * 

*This calculation is made considering the concentration of the pollutant 
analyzed in those measurements, the gas flow exiting the source (or 
chimney) and the hours on which the installation is running. Thus, not 
only working hours will impact on the final value of the emission volu-
me, derived from a greater plant production value, but also a momen-
tary value that, for a certain pollutant can be superior to the previous 
year's momentary measurement. This results in a significant impact, 
since this is extended to the rest of the year. Dow voluntarily chose to 
change the monitoring methods reviewing a few sample methods, in 
order to obtain more realistic results on the volume of its emissions. 
It's relevant to stand out that Dow continues to emit below the values 
set by its Environmental License, and that they have an environmental 
management system that controls such data.

solid wAste
Dow Portugal does not send dangerous residues for fi-
nal deposit. All dangerous residues originated at Dow 
Portugal are eliminated by thermal incineration. 
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PACoPAr goes to sChool 
to exPlAin "sustAinAble develoPment"
on March fifth 2012, paCopar went to estarreja 
secondary school to explain what sustainable de-
velopment is. diogo almeida santos, currently in 
charge of the panel secretariat, spoke about the 
fragile link between human consumption and the 
preservation of the planet's natural resources. in 
the lecture for students, he also approached the 
problem of humans consuming natural resources 
at a rate superior to their replenishment. thus, 
what solutions can governments, economy and in-
dustries offer? sustainable development appears 
as a kind of code of conduct, which should lead 
several agents to try and conciliate the satisfac-
tion of human needs and the preservation of the 
earth's natural resources.

PACoPAr At the 
youth fAir of estArreJA
paCopar and its chemical companies were 
present at the 5th youth, training and Civil pro-
tection fair of estarreja, that took place on the 
22nd and 23rd March 2012, in the Municipal pavil-
ion of estarreja, and where hundreds of students 
of the region have passed. the discussion, which 
aimed to inform students of professional training 
options and to provide them with concepts related 
to civil protection, counted on the participation of 
about 32 entities. the panel rendered information 
on its activities and the principles of responsible 
Care. Companies of the estarreja Chemical Com-
plex showed their products and applications to 
visitors.

n e w s  b r I e f 

pacopar  
brIef news 

72 thousAnd euro 
for 16 entities of estArreJA
16 entities, with 17 projects on social, educa-
tional, sports, cultural and civil protection areas, 
were offered the support of paCopar chemical 
companies (air liquide, aQp, Cires, Cuf-Qi and 
dow), amounting to 72 352 euro. financial contri-
butions, delivered on March 24th, are integrated 
in the panel's annual donations program. of the 
28 projects which applied to the 2012 donations, 
more than half were chosen. the companies of 
the panel have thus contributed to improve the 
pedagogic conditions of some schools, to recover 
or equip facilities and services in social service 
institutions, to acquire equipment necessary for 
the sports practice in associations, to equip local 
civil protection entities and to preserve the ethno-
graphic patrimony of estarreja. 

reACh - ClP seminAr
paCopar, in partnership with apeQ (associação 
portuguesa das empresas Químicas or portuguese 
Chemical Companies association), the engineers 
association, and university of aveiro (ua or univer-
sidade de aveiro) has organized, on May 30th 2012, 
the reaCH – Clp seminar. aiming to approach 
the status of the Clp regulations implementation 

- regulation (Ce) no. 1272/2008 – and reaCH (re-
gistration, evaluation and authorization of chemi-
cals), the event took place at the ua, and counted 
on the participation of one hundred people. some 
presentations made in the seminar can be viewed 
at paCopar's website at www.pacopar.org. 
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PACoPAr hosts 
60 AssoCiAtions in oPen doors
about 60 associations of the estarreja council have 
visited the chemical companies of paCopar on 
october 20th 2012. the visit occurred in the scope 
of  an open doors event, organized by the panel, 
that aimed to strengthen the connection with these 
entities, showing them activities of paCopar and 
of companies of the estarreja Chemical Complex, 
and to know the opinion of the associations' lead-
ers on the possibilities of community intervention 
to improve the quality of life in the municipality. 
the event was closed by planting 40 Judas trees, 
in eco-parque empresarial de estarreja (Corpo-
rate ecological park of estarreja), an initiative that 
followed in the footsteps of the same activity in 
2010, at the open doors event targeting local city 
council presidency personnel. 

rvr debAtes the eConomiC imPACt 
of ChemiCAl industry in estArreJA
in partnership with rádio Voz da ria (river Voice 
radio), paCopar debated “impact of chemical 
industry of estarreja in national and internation-
al economy”. the show, aired on december 10th 
2012, counted on the participation of the estarreja 
Chemical Complex (CQe) companies’ representa-
tives and of the Councilman of the estarreja City 
Council, diamantino sabina. the initiative was in-
tegrated in the panel's activities plan, which in-
cludes periodically making radio debate shows. 
the subjects discussed were the current charac-
terization of companies, analysis of the results of 
the most recent investments of the CQe, the im-
pact of national and european crises in the chemi-
cal industry, its main difficulties and opportunities, 
and future perspectives for the sector.

Cires strengthens sAfety trAining
in order to increase the ability to respond to emer-
gencies, Cires undertook in 2012 a training ac-
tion for its rescue brigade personnel and imple-
mented an automatic defibrillation system, which 
complies with legislation concerning the practice 
of defibrillation actions by non-medical personnel. 
the company complemented this initiative with a 
training action on basic life support and external 
automatic defibrillation, to the rescue brigades, to 
the labor doctor and the corporate medical center 
nurses. 

Cires made a general shutdown in april 2012, an 
annual procedure that aims to benefit equipment, 
replace components and improve some working 
conditions. even though two non severe work ac-
cidents were recorded (no sick leave) and another 
which implicated hospital care, the general bal-
ance is positive, given the large influx of external 
workers and contractors to the factory facilities. 
in fact, during the shutdown period, 16 external 
companies requiring training, with 97 external 
workers, came to work in Cires facilities, and 
dozens of work permits, entries in confined places, 
weld and cut works, and other safety procedures 
were also validated.  

gender eQuAlity in ChemiCAl industry 
paCopar has collaborated in the production of 
the book desafios de género e igualdade (gen-
der and equality Challenges), an initiative of the 
project big – base para a igualdade de género 
(or basis for gender equality), promoted by santa 
Casa da Misericórdia (Holy House of Mercy) of es-
tarreja. the panel contributed with a reflection ar-
ticle on the evolution of employability, considering 
gender equality, in the chemical industry of estar-
reja. several companies of the estarreja Chemical 
Complex have approached their human resources 
policies, and described their evolution in terms of 
male and female employees. the book desafios 
de género e igualdade (gender and equality Chal-
lenges) was presented by a member of the eu-
ropean parliament, natural of estarreja, regina 
bastos, at the seminar "gender and equality Chal-
lenge in estarreja”, which took place on novem-
ber 26th, in the auditorium of the Volunteers fire 
department of estarreja, and also counted on the 
presence of paCopar. 
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tJA APPlies A ProJeCt of integrAtion 
of A ComPuter system AboArd the fleet
tJa has recently implemented a “project of integra-
tion of a computer system aboard the fleet”, with 
the major goal of reducing the excess administra-
tive workload, reducing the paper circulation that 
overburdens services and making it possible for the 
driver to be more effective in communicating with 
the manager and the customer. three advantages 
stand out from the system's application: fuel and 
paper reduction, and improvement of communica-
tion effectiveness, making it viable "to the minute". 
the main advantage of applying the system lies in 
the communication effectiveness. 25 drivers have 
already been trained to work with the system, and 
the remaining 475 professionals will also be com-
prised. 12 vehicles are already equipped. 

environment And sPorts At 
the grouP of estArreJA sChools
the agrupamento de escolas de estarreja (aee or 
group of estarreja schools) earned the green flag 
of ecological school 2011/2012. the acknowledg-
ment resulted from the application of the group 
for the award, which implicated an action plan 
developed throughout the school year. students 
have carried out an investigation and reflection 
work, making small posters on the importance 
of preserving natural resources. the final appli-
cation step consisted in making a poster with the 

"ecological Code”, a list of environmental advise 
and conducts, a task made by the 3rd grade class 
b students of escola básica padre donaciano de 
abreu freire (donaciano de abreu freire priest 
basic school), which resulted in earning the green 
flag of ecological school. in the scope of sports, 
the aee, in partnership with the estarreja Handball 
Club and the estarreja City Council have organized 
the third edition of the garciCup – estarreja inter-
national tournament. in light of the importance 
of sports in physical, mental, and social health of 
the human being, and under the assumption the 
school is not a closed space, the aee gathered lo-
gistic efforts, creating conditions to host athletes, 
an enriching moment for all participants.

n e w s  b r I e f

semA bets on exCellenCe 
of ProfessionAl trAining
seMa – associação empresarial (business asso-
ciation) - started last year a training plan, which 
will be developed until 2013, with a co-funded set of 
actions in the areas of commerce, accounting and 
finance, management and administration, secreta-
riat and administrative work, organization / corpo-
ration framework, computer science and hotels and 
restaurants services. the plan has been approved 
in the scope of Human potential operational pro-
gramme, framed within the Qren – (national stra-
tegic reference board). thus, seMa continues to 
bet on ongoing training as a competitiveness factor 
for the municipalities where it operates: albergaria 
a Velha, estarreja, Murtosa and sever do Vouga.  

PedestriAn bridge links 
estArreJA And sAlreu
the estarreja City Council (CMe) has inaugurated, in 
July 2012, the pedestrian bridge across antuã river, 
linking the city of estarreja to the town of salreu, 
thus increasing the pedestrian circuit's perimeter 
and improving the conditions to practicing sports 
and leisure. the work is included in the plan "Quali-
fication of public areas and urban environment of 
the City of estarreja” – partnerships for urban re-
generation, which contemplated a set of projects 
to the municipality center and an extension to the 
river bank area. in this scope, we also stand out the 
remodeling project of the Maria de lurdes breu 
swimming pool in a multiuse pavilion, broadening 
the range of activities possible to make in the an-
tuã park; and the requalification of Casa da Cultura 
(House of Culture) at francisco barbosa plaza, with 
the increase of the exhibits gallery and the creation 
of new adjacent rooms. 

ContrACting And imProving 
heAlth CAre PerformAnCe
the financial sustainability is the major problem 
in the portuguese health system. the purpose of 
health systems is not only to reduce costs, or to 
produce health care, but also to provide users an 
added-value in terms of health, that is to say, bet-
ter health per euro spent. with this in mind, there 
was a need to implement commitments between 
health care providers and the state, as a funding 
entity, improving efficiency and maximizing health 
advantages. in order to reach these goals, it was 
created a contracting system, which on the base 
of indicators (measurable variables) values the 
users accessibility to medical centers, the quality 
of actions provided and health advantages. on the 
base of the contracted objectives (goals) estab-
lished with the aCes (agrupamentos de Centros 
de saúde – Health Center groups), the contracting 
departments accompany and monitor their per-
formance and have an interactive role in the detec-
tion of deviations from the contracted objectives, 
assisting in finding the best solutions to problems. 
at the same time, they promote responsibility and 
autonomy from the providers in the contract com-
pliance (negotiated clauses).
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By Paulo Caetano

the white smoke leaving the old water mill's 
chimney, now recovered and whitewashed, indi-
cates the oven is heating up. inside, the 64-year 
old brotherhood member José Maioto, stirs the 
incandescent coal ensuring the right temperature 
is reached. in the next room, facing the millstones 
that slowly grind the corn, is 66-year old domin-
gas Valente, sifting the flour. she must ensure she 
removes any rough grinded corn and that she will 
only use the finest and purest flour. 

the place is filled with the sound of water, run-
ning in turmoil through the mill's outer channel, 
and the millstone's squeaking. Here, in this mill 
restored by the city council, the Confraria da broa 
d’avanca is bringing the interest in this "pão dos 
pobres" (bread of the poor), now turned into a 
gourmet product, back to life. by recovering the 
old handcraft recipe of the "broa" - resorting to 
arm labor to make the dough and to a wood oven 
to bake it slowly -, the brotherhood preserves 
both ancient knowledge and the traditional tas-
te of this famous bread. "the defense of avanca 
corn-bread is made by preserving its authentici-
ty and promoting actions that associate it to corn 
crops. However, our final goal is to achieve certifi-

cation for this old product," the 59-year old grand 
Master Manuel firmino defends.

inside the mill, domingas Valente avoids putting 
her hands on the dough. the moment is not yet 
right. she picks up a coffeepot with boiling water 
and pours it over the pile of flour. then, with a lar-
ge wooden spoon, she gradually turns and mixes. 
she repeats the operation again and again, adding 
flour and water. when the temperature decreases, 
and the water goes from hot to warm, that's the 
time for domingas Valente to add salt, rye flour 
and the "bait": the yeast that will make the bread 
expand. 

"broa de aVanCa" is reborn due to brotHerHood

hands-on dough
in An old wAter mill neAr museum CAsA-museu egAs moniz, "broA" (Corn-breAd) is 
Coming bACk to life. the merit belongs to ConfrAriA dA broA d’AvAnCA (brotherhood 
of AvAnCA Corn-breAd) CreAted in 2004. thAnks to their ACtions, trAditionAl know-
ledge And region's flAvor Are sAfe kePt

then, it's time to stick one's hands into the bread 
dough. Her fingers become stronger and revived. 
they smooth, mix, turn. then they smooth again. 
they hit hard. they caress the dough with devo-
tion. this is how avanca "broa" is born: flour and 
water in wise doses. and a lot of hand work. long 
and fluid gestures. or dry and abrupt ones. in-be-
tween the knotty fingers of domingas Valente, the 
dough earns consistency. and shape. when that 
finally happens, the moment has come to put it 
in a corner of the dark wooden work bench and 
carve a cross on top using her hand. while she 
recites, as if it was a prayer: "May saint Mamede 
makes you grow, saint Vincent makes you expand, 
s. John makes you bread. in the name of the fa-
ther, the son and the Holly ghost. amen." 

with the pride of who has just fulfilled their mis-
sion, domingas Valente proceeds with covering 
the dough with an immaculate wool cloth, and 
let it rest for a few hours, to see it grow and gain 
volume. "this knowledge came from my parents 
and grandparents, from watching them make the 

"broa" and from helping them. everything was done 
manually and this is how it must be, if you want to 
bake a good "broa"," ensures domingas Valente.

when the time comes, the oven is ready. José 
Maioto has already removed all embers with a 
shovel and swept ash away with a nox broom. He 
grabs a huge baker shovel and places the dough 
inside to be baked. He handily maneuvers the sho-
vel and places the dough inside the oven - which 
is immediately closed. then, he waits for four or 
five hours, depending on whether one likes the 

"broa" more or less cooked. these hours are spent 
merrily chatting with a glass of red wine for com-
pany, remembering the adventures that led to the 
creation of the brotherhood. "we were a group 
of friends that gathered in a café and were sorry 
to see the avanca water mills degrading, and the 

"broa", from our childhood, disappearing," Manuel 
firmino remembers, while José Maioto promptly 
adds: "at this time the brotherhood has 32 male 
and 3 female members, besides domingas Valen-
te, who is an honorary member. Her hands make 
the best "broa".

in the end, comes the tasting. the "broa" is still hot 
on our hands and the smoke it exhales is fragrant, 
when the yellow bread is torn and divided. the 
opinion is unanimous: "undoubtedly delicious!"
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By Ana Paula Valente

with over three decades, Cine-Clube de avanca (CCa 
or avanca Cinema Club) produces, distributes and 
exhibits movies and other audio visual material. CCa 
has produced animation, fiction and documentaries, 
constantly shown in festivals throughout the 5 conti-
nents, and its résumé counts on 50 works produced 
and over 150 national and international awards.

reason for local pride, the animation movie pro-
duction studio of avanca is one of the most well-
prepared studios in the country from a technical 
point of view, and has produced the first portugue-
se animation full-length movie. this studio deve-
lops an important work in itinerant movie exhibi-
tion, and is also responsible for organizing several 
training actions in the field. also, from 1997, it has 
organized “international Cinema, television, Vi-
deo and Multimedia Meetings” – aVanCa Movie 
festival.

A movie festival for Avanca
o the aVanCa movie festival has been a privileged 
location to disclose, reflect and discuss the most 

recent researches in the cinema field. during this 
initiative, that takes place in the last week of July, 
avanca is the rendezvous of researchers, acade-
mic experts, directors, producers, actors, critics, 
technicians, movie buffs, and others, from all 
around the world.

the event is divided into two areas, the avanca 
parish auditorium, where the international movie 
and video contest is shown; and school egas Mo-
niz, where permanent sessions are made throu-
ghout the day, showing selected documentaries of 
the tV contest, movies of the movie contest, and 
also panorama movies and movies from parallel 
sections. 

in 2012, the international contest received over 
2300 movies from 69 countries. from these movies 
about 200 works were selected and exhibited throu-
ghout the festival days, and seen by approximately 
18.000 viewers and seven sets of juries, composed 
of 32 personalities from 12 countries, awarding 15 
prizes and 9 honorable mentions. 

   avanca 2013  
   a MovIe fesTIval

An internAtionAl ConferenCe  
An international conference has branded the la-
test years of the festival (from 2010), gathering 
academic experts and researchers from about 
twenty countries that presented, in July, 166 
communications on the most recent research 
made in cinema field. "AVANCA|CINEMA - In-
ternational Cinema Conference - Art, Techno-
logy, Communication” is an event integrated in 
the Festival that aims to promote Portugal as 
an aggregation and dissemination core of new 
knowledge, offering national and international 
researchers experience and information sha-
ring which will be useful to foster and plan stu-
dies in the areas of cinema, art, technology, and 
communication. 

actresses like Hanna shygulla (fassbinder's muse, 
and the greatest name in the german and euro-
pean cinema), sylvia Kristel (a dutch actress that 
starred the greatest blockbusters of all times, and 
who passed away last year), assumpta serna (the 
actress from "Matador" by almodovar and from 
the american tV series "falcon Crest"); prized di-
rectors or oscar nominees, like Canadian Co Ho-
edeman, russian Konstantin bronzit or estonian 
tanel toom; Cannes and berlin winners like bel-
gian Jaco van dormael, argentinean Juan solanas 
or serbian dusan Makavejev. they all came to 
avanca and ran unprecedented workshops, most 
of them for the first time ever. 

we must also mention that the avanca Movie fes-
tival is organized in partnership with the estar-

reja City Council, and also counts on the support 
of iCa / state secretariat of Culture, portuguese 
institute of sports and youth, portuguese Movie 
academy, apeVt, deCa / university of aveiro, 
esap, esad, teatro aveirense (aveirense the-
atre), avanca Village Council, avanca schools 
group and avanca parish, besides several other 
local entities.

the 17th consecutive edition is already under de-
velopment. the opening of the international Con-
test "aVanCa 2013 – international Cinema, tele-
vision, Video and Multimedia Meetings” will take 
place in the avanca parish auditorium, between 
wednesday, July 24th, and sunday 28th. 

write it down in your notebook!

workshoPs with the best
Every year, six to eight workshops allow AVAN-
CA participants to meet a few renowned in-
ternational movie personalities. Some movies 
produced at these training areas have even 
been shown internationally in other festivals.. 

In 2012, among the referred movies, a joint work of 
teachers and students resulted in an unpreceden-
ted experience in the way of working animation ci-
nema on a classroom. Children of the Estarreja 
Council had the opportunity to experiment, toge-
ther with children from other cities and countries, 
how animation cinema can be made at school.

A world window to regionAl movies
Particular importance has been given to the  
Portuguese cinema, reinforcing the relevance  
that AVANCA has had throughout these 16 years  
in terms of training and promoting new national  
filmmakers.  

In 2012, 15 movies produced, or co-produced in the 
region have been selected for the Avanca contest, 
strongly demonstrating the intense film activity in 
the region. In the last 4 years, movies produced in 
Avanca have earned about 15% of the total awar-
ds given to Portuguese cinema in foreign movie 
festivals. 

l e I s u r e



PACoPAr ChAirmAn 
antónio Castro Valente
Email: acastrovalente@gmail.com
seCretAriAt (Cuf-Qi)
diogo almeida santos
Email: diogo.santos@cuf-qi.pt

AgruPAmento de esColAs 
de AvAnCA – Prof. dr. egAs moniz
rua do Morgado, 120
3860-127 avanca
Tel.: 234 850 120
Teacher: alice fragateiro
Email: fragateiro@megamail.pt 

AgruPAmento de esColAs de PArdilhó
rua padre garrido, apt. 8
3869-464 pardilhó
Tel.: 234 850 150
Teacher: leontina pinto
Email: lapp@gmail.com

AgruPAmento de esColAs de estArreJA
rua da arrotinha, apt. 25
3820-207 estarreja
Teacher: João tavares
Email: adjunto1ceb@gmail.com 

Air liQuide
sociedade portuguesa do ar líquido
apt 91
3861-208 estarreja
Tel.: 234 840 500
Plant Director: luís ferreira
Email: luis.ferreira@airliquide.com 

APeQ – AssoCiAção PortuguesA 
dAs emPresAs QuímiCAs
avenida d. Carlos i, 45-3º
1200-646 lisboa
Tel.: 213 932 060
Fax: 213 932 069

Director general: lubélia penedo
Email: lpenedo@apequimica.pt 

AQP
aliada Química de portugal, lda
Quinta da indústria, beduído
3860-680 estarreja
Tel.: 234 810 300
Director general: alvarim padilha
Email: alvarim.padilha@cuf-qi.pt 

AssoCiAção de morAdores 
dA urbAnizAção dA PóvoA de bAixo
rua Quinta da póvoa, 
urbanização da póvoa de baixo
3860 estarreja
Tel.: 234 845 385
Representative in PACOPAR: antónio oliveira
Email: amupb1993@gmail.com  

bombeiros voluntários 
de estArreJA
rua desembargador Correia pinto
apt. 76 – 3864-909 estarreja
Tel.: 234 842 303
Commander: ernesto rebelo
Email: bvestarreja.comando@mail.telepac.pt  

CâmArA muniCiPAl 
de estArreJA
praça francisco barbosa
3864-001 estarreja
Tel.: 234 840 600
President: José eduardo Matos
Email: jose.eduardo.matos@cm-estarreja.pt 

CegonhA – AssoCiAção de 
defesA do Ambiente de estArreJA  
apt. 100 – 3860- 356 estarreja
Tel.: 966 551 372
Representative in PACOPAR: Miguel oliveira e silva
Email: mos@ua.pt 

addresses
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Centro de sAúde de estArreJA
rua almeida eça- teixugeira
3860-335 estarreja
Tel.: 234 810 600
Diretor: J. M. Vera Cruz félix
med.estarreja@csestarreja.min-saude.pt  
Public Health Delegate Doctor for Estarreja: 
Maria ofélia almeida
Email: as-estarreja@csestarreja.min-saude.pt  

Cires
apt. 20, samouqueiro – avanca
3864-752 estarreja
Tel.: 234 811 200
Technical Director: Hélder paula
Email: helder.paula@cires.pt 
Community Affairs: paulo Jorge
Email: paulo.jorge@cires.pt  

Cuf – QuímiCos industriAis
Quinta da indústria – beduído
3860-680 estarreja
Tel.: 234 810 305
Delegate Administrator: João fugas
Email: joao.fugas@cuf-sgps.pt 
Direction of Innovation and New Projects: 
diogo almeida santos
Email: diogo.santos@cuf-qi.pt 

dow PortugAl
rua do rio antuã, nº 1
3860-529 beduído - estarreja
Tel.: 234 811 000
Site Leader: Jacint domenech
Email: jdomenech@dow.com  

esColA seCundáriA de estArreJA
r. dr. Jaime ferreira da silva
3860 – 256  estarreja
Tel.: 234 841 704/5
Teacher: rosa domingues
Email: esc.se@mail.telepac.pt  

gnr estArreJA
rua dr. pereira de Melo, n.º 188
3860-375 estarreja
Tel.: 234 810 690
Commander: davide baptista
Email: baptista.dsr@gnr.pt 

Centro hosPitAlAr 
do bAixo vougA
av. artur ravara
3814-501 aveiro
Tel.: 234 378 300 
pedro almeida
Catarina resende 
Email: sec-geral@hdaveiro.min-saude.pt  

semA – AssoCiAção 
emPresAriAl
r. dr. alberto Vidal, 63
3860-368 estarreja
Tel.: 234 843 689 
President: 
José teixeira Valente
Email: josevalente@sema.pt  

trAnsPortes J. AmArAl
r. dr. José Justiniano, 195
apt. 11
3860-371 estarreja
Tel.: 234 840 800
Responsible for Quality, 
Environment and Safety: 
Maria Manuel gamelas
Email: maria.gamelas@tja.pt  

universidAde de Aveiro
Campus universitário de santiago
3810-193 aveiro
Tel.: 234 370 200
Teacher: 
Myriam lopes
Email: myr@ua.pt  



Secretariat: CUF-QI Tel: 234 810 305 Email: info@pacopar.org


